
 
 

This week’s homework (11.05.20). 
 

 
Hi 6PN and 6SD! Your homework is split into 5 topics. These 
topics are handwriting, spellings, reading/writing, maths and 
afternoon activity. 
 
Try your best to get through all of the work, but don’t worry if 
it’s too difficult. You should email the Year 6 account 
(year6.year6@hovingham.org) or phone school and ask for a 
print out of 6PF and 6LC’s homework if this is too easy for you. 
 
We have made a Year 6 website especially for you. There are 
PSHE, high school transition, reading, maths and grammar 
resources on there for you to use. Please spend some time looking 
at www.hovinghamyear6.weebly.com this week if you have 
access to the internet. Don’t worry if you haven’t got internet at 
home – we will give you a print-out of high school transition 
information in the next few weeks. 
 
It was lovely to speak to so many of you on the phone this week 
– I miss you all so much! Please email me pictures of your 
homework so I can see what you are up to. Keep safe and stay 
at home! 
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Monday 11th May 2020 
 
 
Handwriting: 
 
Choose one sheet from the Handwriting Pack to complete and write 
each word three times in your neatest handwriting.  
 
 
Spelling: 
 
This week’s spelling words are aggressive, curiosity, neighbour, 
temperature and criticise. Practise saying these words aloud with 
someone at home.  
 
 
 
Reading: 
 

1. Open the Inuit People Reading Booklet. Read the text aloud to 
someone at home.  
 

2. Answer these questions about the text you have just read. You can 
write your answers down or tell your answers to someone at 
home:  
 

• Do you think this text is fiction, non-fiction or poetry? Why 
do you think this?  
 

• What are the textual features of this genre?  
 

• Did you enjoy reading this text? Why did or didn’t you enjoy 
reading this?  

 
 

3. Choose one paragraph from the text. Read this aloud as best as 
you can. Are you a professional, world class or legendary reader? 
How can you improve? 
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Maths: 
 

1. Practise your 3 times tables out loud with someone at home at 
home and complete the multiplication wheel. 
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2. Complete the questions below. Remember, when you multiply by 
10, 100 or 1000 you must draw a place value grid. Then, you 
write the number in the correct columns in the place value grid 
and move your digits 1, 2 or 3 spaces to the left.  

As you do this, talk through the process out loud using 
mathematical vocabulary like ones column, tens column, 
hundreds column, thousands column, tens of thousands column 
and place holder.  
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3. Mark your answers. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Afternoon activity: 
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1. How are you feeling about going to high school? Nervous, excited, 
scared, worried? These emotions are normal, and your parents 
and I are here to help you.  

 
2. If you have access to the internet, please spend some time looking 

at your high school’s website: 
 

 
Leeds East Academy – https://www.leedseastacademy.org.uk/ 

Dixons Trinity Chapel Town – https://www.dixonstc.com/ 
Co-Op Academy – https://leeds.coopacademies.co.uk/ 
Allerton Grange - https://www.allertongrange.com/ 

Leeds City Academy – https://www.leedscityacademy.org.uk/default.asp 
Roundhay - https://www.roundhayschool.org.uk/secondary/ 

 
 

3. Write a list of questions you want you know about your high 
school. For example, you might want to know if you will see your 
friends from Hovingham or how many teachers you will have. 
Keep this list safe as I will ask you to read your questions to me 
when I call you on Wednesday and Thursday. I will do my best 
to help answer your questions.  

 
4. In the meantime, if you have the internet, please look at the Year 

6 Hovingham website. You will find some transition resources 
under the tab called Transition to High School.  
 

 
Well done! You have completed today’s homework! 
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Tuesday 12th May 2020 
 
Handwriting: 
 
Choose one sheet from the Handwriting Pack to complete and write 
each word three times in your neatest handwriting.  
 
Spelling: 
 
This week’s spelling words are aggressive, curiosity, neighbour, 
temperature and criticise. Say the first word out loud and spell the 
word on your fingers. Do this for the rest of the words.  
 
Reading:  

1. Open The Inuit People Reading Booklet. Look at the pages 
called Fact Retrieval Questions. Use the text to help you 
answer the questions. Remember, when we retrieve 
information, we lift our answers straight from the text.  
 

2. Read one section of the text aloud. Are you a professional, 
world class or legendary reader? How can you improve? 
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Maths: 
 

1. Practise your 4 times tables out loud with someone at home and 
complete the multiplication wheel.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Complete the questions below. Remember that when you find a 
percentage of an amount you have to:  

•   draw your place value grid  
•  divide the number by 10  
•   multiply that number by the amount you want to find.  

As you do this, talk through the process out loud using 
mathematical vocabulary like hundreds column, tenths column,  
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ones column, tenths column, hundredths column and 
thousandths column.  

For example: “The first question says 70% of 70. I am going to 
draw my place value grid and write 7 in my tens column and 0 in 
my ones column. When I divide by ten my digits move one space 
to the right.  

So, my 0 moves to my tenths column and my 7 moves to my ones 
column. Therefore, 10% of 70 is 7. However, I want to find out 
70% so I am going to multiply 7 by 7. My answer is 49.  
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2. Check your answers are correct.  

1 =  49. 2 = 2. 3 = 16. 4 = 48. 5 = 50. 6 = 32. 7 = 60. 8 = 8. 9 = 2. 10 = 8. 
11 = 27. 12 = 52. 

 
Afternoon activity: 

 
 
 

1. Year 6 is the most difficult year of primary school: you have 
exams, have more responsibilities and prepare for the transition to 
high school. You have all worked exceptionally hard this year and 
I am very proud of you.  
 

2. I want you to write a letter to pupils in Year 5 to prepare them for 
the transition into Year 6. You might want to include:  
 

 
• How is Year 5 different to Year 6? 
• What is the hardest thing about being in Year 6? 
• What is the best thing about being in Year 6? 
• Should you misbehave in Year 6? Why? 
• Do teachers treat you differently in Year 6? Why do you think this 

is? 
• Why is it important to work hard in Year 6? 

 

 
Please email me a copy of your letter when you are finished as 
I would love to see it! year6.year6@hovingham.org 
 
 

Well done! You have completed today’s homework! 
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Wednesday 13th May 2020 
 
Handwriting: 
 
Choose one sheet from the Handwriting Pack to complete and write 
each word three times in your neatest handwriting.  
 
Spelling: 
 
This week’s spelling words are aggressive, curiosity, neighbour, 
temperature and criticise. It’s time for a practise spelling test. Get 
someone at home to read each of the spellings words to you and write 
them down on a piece of paper. No peeking! 
 
Reading: 
 

1. Open The Inuit People Reading Booklet. Look at the page 
called Inference Questions. Use the text to help you answer the 
questions. Remember, when we infer information, we use 
evidence from the text to make logical conclusions.  
 

2. Read one section of the text aloud. Are you a professional, 
world class or legendary reader? How can you improve? 
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Maths: 
 

1. Practise your 5 times table out loud with someone at home and 
complete the multiplication wheel.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Complete the column multiplication questions on the next page 
and mark your answers. Use mathematical vocabulary such as 
ones column, tens column, hundreds column, product and carry 
over as you talk through the process out loud to help you.  
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Afternoon activity:  
 

 
 
 
 

1. Where would you go if you could visit any country in the world? 
If you have internet access, research the two countries you would 
most like to visit and fill out the Country Research sheets on the 
next page.  
 

2. If you do not have internet access, read the information about 
South America and create a poster with interesting facts you have 
learned.  

 
 

Please email me a picture of your work if you can! 
 
 
 
 
 

Well done! You have completed today’s homework! 
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South America
';8E8�4E8�F8I8A�6BAG<A8AGF�<A�G;8�JBE?7�4A7�&BHG;��@8E<64�<F�G;8��th largest. It sits 
below North America and is surrounded by the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. The 
CBCH?4G<BA�B9�&BHG;��@8E<64�<F�4CCEBK<@4G8?L�����@<??<BA�4A7�G;<F�6BAG<AH8F�GB�
:EBJ�E4C<7?L��';8E8�4E8����FBI8E8<:A�6BHAGE<8F�<A�&BHG;��@8E<64
�G;8�?4E:8FG�B9�
which is Brazil which takes 
up almost half of the land 
area and population of the 
whole continent. In fact, 
Brazil is almost the same 
size as the USA! Suriname is 
the smallest South American 
country and is one of the 
���@BFG�FC4EF8?L�CBCH?4G87�
countries in the world.

Due to the size of the continent, the weather in South America varies a great deal 
from country to country. The majority of the continent is warm all year round and 
rarely gets too cold. However, in higher, mountainous areas, such as the Andes, 
the temperature can drop below freezing. South America has a mainly tropical 
climate and therefore, most of South America receives plenty of rainfall each year. 
Surprisingly however, there are some places that are actually considered to be the 
7E<8FG�4E84F�BA��4EG;��"A8�FH6;�C?468�<F�G;8��G464@4��8F8EG�<A��;<?8�J;<6;�E868<I8F�
?8FF�G;4A��@@�B9�E4<A94??�846;�L84E�

Natural Wonders
South America is a vast and varied continent and there are a great deal of natural 
wonders to behold. The Amazon Rainforest is the largest tropical rainforest in 
G;8�JBE?7�4A7�<F�?B64G87�<A���7<998E8AG�6BHAGE<8F�� BE8�G;4A�;4?9�B9�G;8�E4<A9BE8FG�
is located in Brazil. Tribes of people still live in some areas of the rainforest and 

have little or no contact with the outside 
world. It is even thought that there are 
groups of people living here that have not 
even been discovered yet. The Amazon 
River is the second longest river in the 
JBE?7�4A7�EHAF�9BE�4CCEBK<@4G8?L������
miles. Unlike other rivers in the world, no 
bridges cross the river at any point. 

visit twinkl.com#4:8���B9��



South America

The Andes are the world’s 
longest mountain range and 
they stretch across many 
South American countries. 
The indigenous Incas built the 
ancient city of Machu Picchu in 
the Andes and millions of people 
climb to visit it each year. 

�4C8��BEA�<F�4�;847?4A7�G;4G�F<GF�B99�G;8�FBHG;8EA�
tip of South America where the Pacific and Atlantic 
oceans meet. It is believed to be the most treacherous 
sailing route on the planet. Angel Falls, in Venezuela, 
4E8�G;8�JBE?7nF�;<:;8FG�J4G8E94??F�4A7�7EBC�9BE�����
metres. They are named after Jimmie Angel, a US 
pilot, who was the first person ever to fly over the 
94??F�<A�G;8�����F�

Did You Know…? 
Even though Portuguese is spoken by the most people 
<A�&BHG;��@8E<64�[<G�<F�G;8�@4<A�?4A:H4:8�B9��E4M<?\
�
the most common language in South America is Spanish. This 
is due to the colonisation of many South American countries 
5L�&C4<A�4A7�#BEGH:4?�<A�G;8���th century.

Olá

Glossary
sovereign – a country that governs and rules itself

sparsely – a very small amount

colonisation – to take over a country or its people

indigenous – the first people 

headland – a narrow piece of rocky land that projects into the sea

visit twinkl.com#4:8���B9��



Questions
1. Order the seven continents from what you think is the largest to the smallest.

2. Why do you think Spanish is the most common language of South America? Explain your 
answer. 

 

 

 

3. Which country is one of the 10 most sparsely populated countries in the world? Tick one. 

   Brazil
   Suriname
   Venezuela
   Portugal

4. *BH?7�LBH�?<>8�GB�F4<?�C4FG��4C8��BEA���KC?4<A�LBHE�4AFJ8E�9H??L�HF<A:�8I<78A68�9EB@�G;8�
text. 

 

 

 

5. In which country is most of the Amazon rainforest located? Tick one. 

����;<?8
   Venezuela
   Brazil
   Argentina

South America

largest Oceania 

Europe 

South America 

Asia 

North America 

Antarctica 

Africasmallest
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6. What did the Incas build in the Andes? 

 

7. Who are the Angel Falls name after? 

 

8. If you were to visit South America, what two natural wonders would you like to see and 
why? Use evidence from the text to support your answer. 

 

 

 

South America

visit twinkl.com#4:8���B9��



Answers
1. Order the seven continents from what you think is the largest to the smallest. 

Award the mark ONLY if South America has been put as the 4th largest continent.

2. Why do you think Spanish is the most common language of South America? Explain your 
answer. 
Pupil’s own response such as: I think Spanish is the most common language in South 
America because the text says many South American countries were colonised by Spain 
and Portugal in the 15th century, and as these countries speak Spanish, they would have 
brought their language to those South American countries.

3. Which country is one of the 10 most sparsely populated countries in the world? Tick one 

   Brazil
   Suriname
   Venezuela
   Portugal

4. *BH?7�LBH�?<>8�GB�F4<?�C4FG��4C8��BEA���KC?4<A�LBHE�4AFJ8E�9H??L�HF<A:�8I<78A68�9EB@�G;8�
text. 
Pupils own response that refers to the text, such as: I would not like to sail past Cape 
Horn because the text says it is thought to be the most treacherous sailing route on the 
planet, which means it is very dangerous, and I wouldn’t like to put myself in danger 
like that.

5. In which country is most of the Amazon rainforest located? Tick one 

����;<?8
   Venezuela
   Brazil
   Argentina

South America

Asia largest Oceania 

Europe 

South America 

Asia 

North America 

Antarctica 

Africa

Africa

North America

South America

smallest

Antarctica

Europe

Oceania
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6. What did the Incas build in the Andes? 
In Incas built Machu Picchu.

7. Who are the Angel Falls name after? 
The Angel Falls are named after Jimmie Angel.

8. If you were to visit South America, what two natural wonders would you like to see and 
why? Use evidence from the text to support your answer. 
Pupil’s own response, such as: I would like to see the Amazon rainforest because I would 
?<>8�GB�F88�FB@8�7<ś8E8AG�FC86<8F�B9�J<?7?<98�BE�8I8A�@88G�4�A8J�GE<58�B9�C8BC?8����JBH?7�
also like to see Machu Picchu because it is an ancient city which the indigenous people 
of South America built which would be fascinating to see.

South America

visit twinkl.com#4:8���B9��
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Thursday 14th May 2020 
 
Handwriting: 
 
Choose one sheet from the Handwriting Pack to complete and write 
each word three times in your neatest handwriting.  
 
Spelling: 
 
This week’s spelling words are aggressive, curiosity, neighbour, 
temperature and criticise It’s time for another practice spelling test. 
Get someone at home to read each of the spellings words to you and 
write them down on a piece of paper. No peeking! 
 
Reading: 
 

1. Open The Inuit People Reading Booklet. Look at the pages called 
Word Meaning Questions and Summary Questions. Use the text 
to help you answer the questions. Remember to ask yourself if 
your answer makes sense!  
 

2. Read one section of the text aloud. Are you a professional, world 
class or legendary reader? How can you improve? 
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Maths:  
 

1. Practise your 6 times tables out loud with someone at home and 
complete the multiplication wheel. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Complete the addition and subtraction questions on the next page 
and mark your answers. Use mathematical vocabulary as you 
talk through the process out loud to help you.  
 
 
Make sure you read the question properly so you do the correct 
calculation ! 
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Answers: 
 1) 9646 2) 4439 3) 2130 4) 9742 5) 3338 6) 5232 7)446 8) 10985 9) 
10624 10) 826  

Answers:  
1) 2132 + 3152 = 5284.     2) 9617 + 6580 = 16 197 
3) 2567 + 5398 = 7965     4) 8821 + 2060 = 10 881 
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Afternoon activity: 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. The Queen gave a special speech last week to celebrate the 75th 
anniversary of VE Day. What do you know about VE Day? Read 
the information and answer the questions on the next page.  
 

2. You may also want to colour in the picture below.  

Well done! You have completed today’s homework! 



"A�  BA74L� �th�  4L� ����� 4G� ���� 4�@�
� �8E@4A� �8A8E4?� �B7?� F<:A87� G;8�
unconditional surrender document that ended the Second World War in Europe. 
VE Day is the historic day that marks this important event. Short for ‘Victory 
<A� �HEBC8� �4Ln
� G;8� 9<EFG� )���4L�J4F� ;8?7� BA� �th� 4L� ����
� G;8� 74L� 49G8E�
�8E@4AL�FHEE8A78E87�GB�G;8��??<87�9BE68F��*<AFGBA��;HE6;<??
�G;8�#E<@8� <A<FG8E�
9BE��E<G4<A
�786?4E87�G;8�74L�4�A4G<BA4?�;B?<74L�������<F�G;8���th anniversary 
B9�G;8�9<EFG�)���4L
�4A�<@CBEG4AG�8I8AG�<A�G;8�;<FGBEL�B9�G;8�&86BA7�*BE?7�*4E�

What Happened on the First VE Day?
*<AFGBA��;HE6;<??�B99<6<4??L�4AABHA687�G;8�8A7�B9�G;8�J4E�BI8E�G;8�J<E8?8FF
�4A�
B?7�94F;<BA87�GLC8�B9�E47<B
�4G���C�@�� <??<BAF�B9�C8BC?8�J8E8�J4<G<A:�9BE�G;8�
9<:;G<A:�GB�FGBC�4A7�G;8E8�J8E8�@4AL�68?85E4G<BAF��#8BC?8�;8?7�FGE88G�C4EG<8F�
46EBFF� �E<G4<A�J;8E8� G;8L� F;4E87� 9BB7� 4A7�74A687� <A� G;8� FGE88GF�� �8??F� E4A:�
BHG�9EB@�6;HE6;8F�46EBFF�G;8�6BHAGEL�4A7�4EBHA7���
����C8BC?8�:4G;8E87�4G�
�H6><A:;4@�#4?468
�J4<G<A:�GB�64G6;�4�:?<@CF8�B9�G;8��<A:���BGF�B9�C8BC?8�J8E8�
7E8FF87� <A� E87
�J;<G8� 4A7� 5?H8�� �<A:��8BE:8� )�� 4A7� ;<F� 74H:;G8EF
� #E<A68FF�
�?<M458G;�4A7�#E<A68FF� 4E:4E8G
�64@8�BHG�BA�G;8�54?6BAL�GB�:E88G�G;8�6EBJ7F��
The Princesses were allowed to secretly leave the Palace and celebrate with the 
C8BC?8�BHGF<78��#E<A68FF��?<M458G;
�ABJ�G;8�6HEE8AG�$H88A
�B9G8A�F4LF�G;4G�)��
�4L������J4F�BA8�B9�G;8�p@BFG�@8@BE45?8�74LF�B9�;8E�?<98�q

How Do People Celebrate VE Day?
)���4L�<F�4A�<@CBEG4AG�68?85E4G<BA���G�<F�

a day where we take the opportunity to 
remember the people that sacrificed their 
?<I8F�BE�J8E8�547?L�<A=HE87�7HE<A:�G;8�J4E��
�G�<F�4?FB�4�6;4A68�9BE�HF�GB�68?85E4G8�G;8�74L�
G;4G�5EBH:;G�C8468�GB��HEBC8�49G8E�4�?BA:�4A7�
7<99<6H?G�F<K�L84E�6BA9?<6G���??�BI8E�G;8�6BHAGEL
�

C8BC?8�;4A:�HC�E87
�J;<G8�4A7�5?H8�5HAG<A:�4A7�
hold street parties and parades to mark the event. 
'B�@4E>� G;8���th� 4AA<I8EF4EL
� GBJA� 6E<8EF� 4EBHA7�
the country and further afield will unite in a special 
4AABHA68@8AG�64??87� m���EL� 9BE�#8468��EBHA7�G;8�
*BE?7n�� )�� �4L� <F� E86B:A<F87� 4A7� 68?85E4G87� <A�
BG;8E�6BHAGE<8F
�<A6?H7<A:��8?:<H@�4A7��E4A68
�J<G;�
6;HE6;�F8EI<68F
�CEB68FF<BAF�4A7�C4EG<8F��

VE Day

visit twinkl.com#4:8���B9��



VE Day

What Happened after VE Day?
�?G;BH:;�)���4L�@84AG�C8468�<A��HEBC8
�<G�J4F�ABG�G;8�8A7�B9�G;8�J4E�4EBHA7�
G;8�JBE?7�� 4AL�C8BC?8�J8E8� FG<??� F8AG� GB� 9<:;G� <A� �4C4A
�J;8E8� G;8� 6BA9?<6G�
6BAG<AH87�HAG<?��H:HFG��';8�74L��4C4A�FHEE8A78E87�<F�@4E>87�5L�)���4L
�F;BEG�
9BE�m)<6GBEL�<A��4C4An���G�<F�68?85E4G87�BA���th��H:HFG�<A�G;8�(����I8A�49G8E�G;8�
J4E
�?<98�6BAG<AH87�GB�58�4�FGEH::?8�<A��E<G4<A�� 4AL�C8BC?8�J8E8�788C?L�49986G87�
by the terrible loss of life. The war was also very expensive so the country had 
to rebuild and recover slowly. 

What Can You Do This VE Day?
';8E8�4E8�?BGF�B9�G;<A:F�LBH�64A�7B�GB�68?85E4G8�)���4L�J;<?8�4G�;B@8�J<G;�LBHE�
94@<?L���86BE4G8�LBHE�;BHF8�J<G;��E<G4<A�G;8@87�5HAG<A:�4A7�9?4:F�z�7BAnG�9BE:8G�
GB�HF8�E87
�J;<G8�4A7�5?H8��"E
�GEL�GB�C?4A�4�)���4L�C4EGL�HF<A:�G;8�9BB7F�C8BC?8�
JBH?7�;4I8�;47�4I4<?45?8�49G8E�G;8�J4E���G�@<:;G�58�;4E78E�G;4A�LBH�G;<A>�
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Questions
��� *;B�F<:A87�G;8�HA6BA7<G<BA4?�FHEE8A78E��'<6>�BA8��

���*<AFGBA��;HE6;<??
����<A:��8BE:8�)�
   General Jodl
���$H88A��?<M458G;���

��� *;8E8�7<7�4CCEBK<@4G8?L���
����C8BC?8�:4G;8E�BA�G;8�ŜEFG�)���4L��'<6>�BA8��

����<:��8A
����H6><A:;4@�#4?468
����8AF<A:GBA�#4?468
����BHF8F�B9�#4E?<4@8AG

��� �BB>�4G�G;8�ŜEFG�F86G<BA�B9�G;8�G8KG���<A7�4A7�6BCL�4�JBE7�J;<6;�@84AF�gave up. 

 

��� *;L�7B�LBH�G;<A>�)���4L������J4F�BA8�B9�G;8�@BFG�@8@BE45?8�74LF�B9�G;8�$H88AnF�?<98� 

 

��� *;4G�FC86<4?�4AABHA68@8AG�J<??�58�;84E7�GB�@4E>�G;8���th anniversary of VE Day? 

 

��� Why do you think it might be harder than you think�GB�C?4A�4�C4EGL�HF<A:�BA?L�9BB7F�
available after the Second World War? 

  

 

��� �B@C4E8�G;8�F86G<BAF�G<G?87�What Happened on the First VE Day? and How Do People 
Celebrate VE Day?���BJ�4E8�G;8�68?85E4G<BAF�F<@<?4E�4A7�;BJ�4E8�G;8L�7<ś8E8AG� 
  

 

VE Day
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��� &H@@4E<F8�J;4G�?<98�J4F�?<>8�E<:;G�49G8E�G;8�ŜEFG�)���4L� 
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Answers
��� *;B�F<:A87�G;8�HA6BA7<G<BA4?�FHEE8A78E��'<6>�BA8��

���*<AFGBA��;HE6;<??
����<A:��8BE:8�)�
   General Jodl
���$H88A��?<M458G;���

��� *;8E8�7<7�4CCEBK<@4G8?L���
����C8BC?8�:4G;8E�BA�G;8�ŜEFG�)���4L��'<6>�BA8��

����<:��8A
   Buckingham Palace
����8AF<A:GBA�#4?468
����BHF8F�B9�#4E?<4@8AG

��� �BB>�4G�G;8�ŜEFG�F86G<BA�B9�G;8�G8KG���<A7�4A7�6BCL�4�JBE7�J;<6;�@84AF�gave up.

surrendered

��� *;L�7B�LBH�G;<A>�)���4L������J4F�BA8�B9�G;8�@BFG�@8@BE45?8�74LF�B9�G;8�$H88AnF�?<98�

It was memorable because she got to leave the Palace and secretly celebrate with the 
people, which she would have not been able to do very often as she was so famous.

��� *;4G�FC86<4?�4AABHA68@8AG�J<??�58�;84E7�GB�@4E>�G;8���th anniversary of VE Day?

Town criers will take part in a special cry called, ‘A Cry For Peace Around the World.’

��� Why do you think it might be harder than you think to plan a party 
HF<A:�BA?L�9BB7F�4I4<?45?8�49G8E�G;8�&86BA7�*BE?7�*4E�

Pupils’ own responses, such as: It might be hard because people might not have had all 
the foods we have today available. There may have been shortages after the war.

VE Day

visit twinkl.com#4:8���B9��



��� �B@C4E8�G;8�F86G<BAF�G<G?87�What Happened on the First VE Day? and How Do People 
Celebrate VE Day?���BJ�4E8�G;8�68?85E4G<BAF�F<@<?4E�4A7�;BJ�4E8�G;8L�7<ś8E8AG�

Pupils’ own responses, such as: The celebrations are similar because people still hang 
up bunting and have parties and food to celebrate. They are different because it is 
not a national holiday anymore and people don’t usually dance in the street on VE 
Day anymore and church bells don’t always ring. The Queen also doesn’t join in with 
people’s parties.

��� &H@@4E<F8�J;4G�?<98�J4F�?<>8�E<:;G�49G8E�G;8�ŜEFG�)���4L�

Pupils' own responses, such as: Life was hard right after the first VE Day because a 
lot of money had been spent during the Second World War and people were very upset 
that so many people had died. Some soldiers were still fighting in Japan until a few 
months later.

visit twinkl.com#4:8���B9��
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Friday 8th May 2020 
 

 
Handwriting: 
 
Choose one sheet from the Handwriting Pack to complete and write 
each word three times in your neatest handwriting.  
 

 
Spelling:  
 
It’s spelling test day! Get someone at home to read each of the spelling 
words to you and write them down on a piece of paper. If you have got 
5/5 give yourself a disco cheer! 
 
 
Writing:  
 

We’re going to do some writing today. When you write, remember to 
use capital letters and full stops. You should also use commas, 
apostrophes, semicolons, colons, question marks, exclamation marks 
and brackets where you can. Remember to use ambitious vocabulary 
wherever you can. 

You can choose one writing activity from the list:  

1. Create an informative and colourful poster about the life of the 
Inuit People. What are inuits? What do they do? Where do they 
live? How is their life different to your own?  
 

2. Write a diary entry pretending you’ve visited an Inuit family. 
What did you see? What did you hear? What did you feel? What 
did you do? What did you eat?  
 

3. Write an interview pretending you’ve spoken to someone from the 
Inuit community. Think about the questions your friends would 
like to know about their lives and write these down. Then, using 
your expert knowledge, write down answers to these questions.  
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Please email me a photo of your writing if you can! 
 

Maths: 
 

1. Practise your 7 times tables with someone at home and complete 
the times table wheel.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Complete the multiplication word problems on the next page and 
mark your answers. Use mathematical vocabulary as you talk 
through the process out loud to help you. 

 
Tip: highlight the key words and numbers so you know what you must 

do to find the answer. 
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Answers: 
 

1) 2340  2) 2064  3) 3349 £33.49   4) 3690 
5) 4224  6) 6237  7) 8928  8) 14 099 
9) 20 223 £202.23   10) 24 911 
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Afternoon activity: 
 

1. It’s time to stand up and get active! You should go for a 
walk (if you can and it’s safe), do some exercise in your 
house or do some yoga. Here are some yoga poses you might 
want to try! 

 
 Well done! You have completed this 

week’s homework! 
 
 

 


